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Quirks of Video Game Transcription

- Music in video games is indeterminate
- Events within the game change the musical experience of the game
- Most transcriptions don’t reflect this



What is this presentation?

Methods and approaches:

- Methods for identifying loops and layers
- Methods for identifying triggers within game audio
- Approaches for finding new ways to interact with the game world



Halo



Halo: Combat Evolved (2001)

- Not chosen for any specific musical reason
- Popular & well-known
- Franchise continues to have releases through to today
- Recently re-mastered and released again in the “Master Chief 

Collection”



Halo : Custom Edition (continuous)

- Legally available online for free
- Originally only for people with a CD key, but later patch removed the 

need
- Game files available as part of the modding kit
- Single-player files not officially available, but have been “cracked”
- Useful for those examining it in greater detail, but we’re just using it to 

source black-boxes.



Halo : Sound Engines and Music

- Modular sound engine with three elements: SFX, Dialogue, Music
- Each element consists of semi-randomised layers algorithmically added 

to a time loop.
- Game will ‘automagically’ mix together source files to prioritise 

“important” elements
- Very limited player control



Player controls for sound in Halo: Combat Evolved



Level Map:
Pillar of Autumn
Zone 1

Percussion Loops 1

Percussion Loops 2

Vocal Loops

Cutscene 3Cutscene 
1

Elite
Sting

Cutscene 1: (PoA attacked)
Opening cutscene,
Through-scored music

Fade to silence

Cutscene 2: (MC wakes)
No music, just SFX

Percussion Loops 1:
Cued when first crew 
member dies

Elite Sting:
Overlaid into music at any 
point when MC first sees an 
“Elite” enemy soldier

Percussion Loops 2:
Cued when moving into 
specific zone

Vocal Loops:
Inconsistent: once 
“activated” within engine, will 
appear at varying points

Cutscene 3:
Through-scored music

Fade to silence or leave 
musical drone dependent on 
whether scene was skipped. 



Manipulating and analysing 
waveforms

Identifying loops, layers and fixed cues



Issues to overcome:

(1) Music / sound / dialogue elements can sound very similar but be 
different

(2) Loops within those elements have a similar issue
(3) Within Halo, these elements are all also randomised



Use of invert tool to identify identical audio



Comparing waveforms from within a single audio recording to identify loops



Lining Them Up Using a Magic Wand



Use of Voice Removal tools

Careful! Noticeable loss of fidelity!

More expensive tools can help reduce fidelity loss.



- Lots of precision needed to make sure waveforms align

- Can be offset by recordings done under different conditions
- Loss of fidelity whenever you edit the waveform
- Technical difficulties may arise due to required precision.

Some weaknesses



How can we isolate game 
audio?



Some issues

- Random elements of SFX/dialogue might prevent us from recognising 
musical loops

- Music cues can be related to game events (eg. music fades when 
enemies die)

- Can be hard to separate music from gameplay, even using black-box 
experiences.



Solutions:

- Change our settings to minimise SFX/dialogue
- Change our route through levels to minimise interaction with 

SFX/dialogue elements
- Find alternate routes that change the interactive rules



Level Map:
Pillar of Autumn
Zone 1

Percussion Loops 1

Percussion Loops 2

Vocal Loops

Cutscene 
1

Elite
Sting

Cutscene 1: (PoA attacked)
Opening cutscene,
Through-scored music

Fade to silence

Cutscene 2: (MC wakes)
No music, just SFX

Percussion Loops 1:
Cued when first crew 
member dies

Elite Sting:
Overlaid into music at any 
point when MC first sees an 
“Elite” enemy soldier

Percussion Loops 2:
Cued when moving into 
specific zone

Vocal Loops:
Inconsistent: once 
“activated” within engine, will 
appear at varying points

If we stop and wait, the 
music engine loops the 
music for c5 minutes until 
it fades out, allowing us to 
examine cues without 
interference from 
SFX/dialogue with/without 
cued layers.

Repeat
Till
Fade



Level Map:
Pillar of Autumn
Zone 1 - Forced Reload

Percussion Loops 1

Percussion Loops 2

Vocal Loops

Cutscene 
1

We can activate all elements of the track simultaneously through forcing a sound 
engine reload. Different sound engines require different tactics to get this to work, but 
some tactics that frequently work include:

- changing sound settings during a play session
- quick-loading the game with music still in memory
- quick-loading at unexpected time.

Repeat
Till
Fade



When in doubt, check with the 
fanbase. They’ve probably 
broken the game.



Cave Systems

Hunter 
Bossfight

Bridge fight

Hunter 
Bossfights

Rolling Thunder 
Sequence

ElevatorsCutscene

Stealing a Banshee

Final Cutscene

Level Map:
Assault on the 
Control Room



Grand Theft Banshee (version 1)



Grand Theft Banshee (version 2)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_nRg6wDxyx0&t=84


Cave Systems

Hunter 
Bossfight

Bridge fight

Hunter 
Bossfights

Rolling Thunder 
Sequence

ElevatorsCutscene

Stealing a Banshee

Final Cutscene

Level Map:
Assault on the 
Control Room



- Can have unpredictable results
- Can require technical precision or ludological skill
- Not every game has skips and tricks like this.
- Often skips and jumps are incredibly specific even within a game.

Some weaknesses



Halo 3 - Level 1
Forced Music Skip

Load in area
(Musical Drone)

“Covenant 
Movement!”
(Cue Layers 1-3)

Sniper alley
(Cue layers 4-6)

Connection to new area:
Drone cross-fades into 
musical layers

Connection to new area:
Fade to silence, then fade 
into layers 4-6

Speedrun skip: move straight to sniper alley
Music engine fades in layers 4-6, drone remains until next map 

segment loads.



- We can compare audio recordings to identify loops and layers played back to the 
player.

- We can use audio-manipulation tools to make it easier to hear musical cues
- Sometimes we can use audio-manipulation tools to isolate individual musical 

elements
- We can use non-standard gameplay paths to isolate sound elements that we 

would otherwise not be able to easily access
- Not silver bullets, but hopefully useful tools.

Take-aways



Thank you!

A copy of this presentation will be uploaded to my website soon: www.punkduckproductions.com

Email: stephen.tatlow@punkduckproductions.co.uk

Discord: mediaboy#0287 (ask about the unofficial ludomusicology discord in the break!)

http://www.punkduckproductions.com
mailto:stephen.tatlow@punkduckproductions.co.uk

